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Synthesis of a Three-Dimensional
Body-in-White Model for
Structural Stiffness
This paper presents an extension of our previous work on decomposition-based ass
synthesis for structural stiffness, where the three-dimensional finite element mode
vehicle body-in-white (BIW) is optimally decomposed into a set of components con
ing (1) stiffness of the assembled structure under given loading conditions, (2) man
turability, and (3) assembleability of components. Two case studies, each focusing
decomposition of a different portion of a BIW, are discussed. In the first case stud
side frame is decomposed for the minimum distortion of front door frame geometry u
global bending. In the second case study, the side/floor frame and floor panels ar
composed for the minimum floor deflections under global bending. In each case
multiobjective genetic algorithm with graph-based crossover, combined with finite
ment methods analyses, is used to obtain Pareto optimal solutions. Representative d
are selected from the Pareto front and trade-offs among stiffness, manufacturability
assembleability are discussed.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1799551#
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1 Introduction
Complex structural products such as automotive bodies

made of hundreds of components joined together. While a mo
lithic design is ideal from a structural viewpoint, it is virtuall
impossible to economically manufacture complex structures
one piece, requiring them to be assemblies of smaller sized c
ponents with simpler geometry. Therefore, during the concep
design stage designers need to decide a set of componen
decomposing the overall product geometry of the whole struct
In industry, a handful of basic decomposition schemes conside
geometry, functionality, and manufacturing issues are used. H
ever, these decomposition schemes are usually nonsystemati
depend mainly on the designers’ experience, which may cause
following problems during design and the production phases:

~i! Problems of the insufficient assembled structure stiffne
Components and joining methods specified by desi
ers may not meet the desired stiffness of the assem
structure.

~ii ! Problems of manufacturability and assembleability:Com-
ponents decided by designers can not be produced o
sembled in an economical way.

Since these problems are directly related to the compon
and/or joint configurations and therefore usually found in the p
duction phase, solving them requires costly and time-consum
iteration procedures. Hence introducing a more systematic me
of finding components set considering overall structural charac
istics, manufacturability and assembleability will have a sign
cant impact on industry.

Assembly synthesis@1,2# refers to such a systematic metho
where entire product geometry is decomposed into compon
and joints. Since joints are often structurally inferior to comp
nents, it is important that the decomposition and joint allocat
are done in an optimal fashion, such that the reduction in st
tural performances~e.g., stiffness! is maximized while achieving
economical manufacturing and assembly. As an extension of

1Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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previous work on decomposition-based assembly synthesis
structural stiffness@3#, the present method optimally decompos
the three-dimensional~3D! finite element model of a vehicle
body-in-white ~BIW! into a set of components considering th
stiffness of the assembled structure under given loading co
tions, as well as the manufacturability and assembleability
components. The stiffness of the assembled structure is evalu
by finite element methods~FEM! analyses, where joints are mod
eled as linear torsional springs. Manufacturability of a compon
is evaluated as an estimated manufacturing cost based on the
and geometric complexity of components. Assuming assembly
forts are proportional to the total number of weld spots,
sembleability is simply accounted for as the total rate of torsio
springs. In order to allow close examination of the trade-
among stiffness, manufacturability, and assembleability, the o
mization problem is solved by a multiobjective genetic algorith
@4,5#, which can efficiently generate a well-spread Pareto@6,7#
front over multiple objectives. A graph-based crossover schem
adopted for the improved convergence of the algorithm.

2 Related Work

2.1 Design for AssemblyÕManufacturing. Design for as-
sembly~DFA! and design for manufacturing~DFM! refers to de-
sign methodologies to improve product and process during
design phase of a product, thereby ensuring the ease of asse
and manufacturing. Boothroyd and Dewhurst@8# are widely re-
garded as major contributors in the establishment of DFA/DF
theories. In their work@9#, assembly costs are first reduced by t
reduction of part count, followed by the local design changes
the remaining parts to enhance their assembleability and manu
turability. One of the main functions of DFA/DFM is manufactu
ability analysis of the product design, e.g., by evaluating the
pability of production within the specified requirements such
low production costs and short production time. In general, ma
facturability analysis requires a product to be decomposed
features containing a manufacturing meaning, such as, surfa
dimensions, tolerances, and their correlations@10#.

While existing DFA/DFM methods share the idea of simult
neous engineering with the present approach, they analyze o
prove existing designs from the viewpoint of assembly and ma

,
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facturing by modifying geometry of given~i.e., already
decomposed! components. On the other hand, the decompos
based assembly synthesis method presented in this paper
with no prescribed components and generates the optimized c
ponents set considering assembleability, manufacturability,
structural characteristic of the assembled structure.

2.2 Automotive Body Structure Modeling. In automotive
body design, high stiffness is one of the most important des
factors since it is directly related with the improved ride and NV
~noise, vibration, and harshness! qualities and crash worthines
@11#. Therefore evaluating the structural characteristics of a
hicle, including stiffness, became a crucial factor in designin
vehicle. Before mathematical modeling techniques were not av
able, structural analysis was usually carried out only for
stresses in specific hardware items, such as door hinges,
train and suspension components. Overall structural beha
could not be predicted until a vehicle prototype was built a
tested. Therefore, any changes recommended from the test re
were bound to be costly to implement@12#. Prior to the use of
finite element methods in the automotive body analysis in
middle of the 1960s, preliminary structural analysis was p
formed by simple structural surface method~SSS method!
@13,14#, where the actual vehicle geometry was replaced with
equivalent boxlike structure composed of shear panels and
forcing beams. With SSS methods, designers can identify the
of loading condition that is applied to each of the main structu
members of a vehicle and also the nominal magnitudes of
loads to be determined based on the static conditions with
path in the structure. However, this method can be used onl
the simplified conceptual design and it cannot be used to solve
loads on redundant structures with more than one load path@14#.

The availability of high-powered computers, user-oriented FE
codes and economical solution methods enabled full-scale fi
element vehicle models in the early 1970s. To predict the stiffn
of a body structure with the finite element model more accurat
Chang@15# modeled joints as torsional springs, and demonstra
that the model can accurately predict the global deformation
automotive body substructures. Garro and Vullo@16# analyzed the
dynamic behavior of typical body joints under two typical actu
loading conditions. They addressed that the plates along
welds tend to detach from each other when joint deformati
occur. Lee and Nikolaidis@17# proposed a two-dimensional~2D!
joint model to consider joint flexibility, offset of rotation center
and coupling effects between the movements of joint branc
Recently, correlation between torsional spring properties of jo
and the length of the structural member was studied to asses
accuracy of the joint model@18#. Long @19# studied the method o
correlating the performance targets for a design of individ
joints in the automotive to design variables that specify the ge
etry of the joint design. Kim et al.@20# employed an 8-DOF beam
theory for modeling joints to consider the warping and distort
in vibration analysis.

These works, however, mainly focus on the accurate predic
of the structural behavior of a given~i.e., already ‘‘decomposed’’!
assembly and individual joint design. They do not concern
selection of optimal joint locations and properties, which is a
dressed in the present method.

2.3 Multiobjective Optimization Algorithm. Engineering
problems generally involve multiple objectives. Among the tec
niques to solve multiobjective optimization problems, evolutio
ary algorithms that simulate the natural evolution process h
shown to be effective in many engineering problems@21#. The
major advantages of evolutionary algorithms in solving multio
jective optimization problems are~1! they can obtain Pareto opti
mal solutions in a single run, and~2! they do not require deriva
tives of objective functions. Many evolutionary multiobjectiv
optimization algorithms~MOGA @22#, NSGA@23#, NSGA-II @24#,
and NPGA@25#! were developed based on the two ideas sugge
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by Goldberg@26#: Pareto dominance and niching. Pareto dom
nance is used to exploit the search space in the direction of
Pareto front. Niching technique explores the search space a
the front to keep diversity. Another important operator that h
been shown to improve the performance of multiobjective alg
rithm is elitism, which maintains the knowledge of the previo
generations by conserving the individuals with best fitness in
population or in an auxiliary population~SPEA @27# and PAES
@28#!.

Considering a proven efficiency and simplicity of NSGA-II, th
present work utilizes an implementation based on NSGA-II w
Pareto ranking selection.

3 Approach
The decomposition-based assembly synthesis method sim

neously identifies the optimal components set and joint attribu
considering the stiffness of the assembled structure. It consist
the following two major steps:

~1! A 3D finite element model is transformed to a structur
topology graph representing the liaisons between ba
members, the smallest decomposable components of
given structure, specified by the designer.

~2! The product topology graph is automatically decompos
through an optimization process, to a set of subgraphs r
resenting components connected together by edges re
senting joints.

Detailed procedure covered throughout this section use
simple structural model composed of a plate with reinforci
beam frame shown in Fig. 1. This type of structure is widely us
in automotive and aerospace industries.

3.1 Overview

Step 1: Construction of Structural Topology Graph.An entire
structure is divided into substructures, each of which can
manufactured by a single process~Figs. 2~b! and 2~c!!. This pre-
vents the synthesis of the components that cannot be manu
tured with a single process. Then, basic members are define
each substructure~Figs. 2~d! and 2~e!! by the designer. In this
example, four basic members~B0–B3! are defined in the beam
substructure and six basic members~P0–P5! are defined in the
plate substructure. Since components are represented as a gro
basic members, the definition of basic member determines
diversity and resolution of the resulting components.

Then, structural topology graphG5(V,E) is constructed such
that

~1! a basic membermi is represented as a nodeni in setV;
~2! the connections~liaisons! between two basic membersmi

andmj are represented as edgee5$ni ,nj% in setE.

As illustrated in Fig. 3, structural topology graphGB ~Fig. 3~b!!
of the beam substructure with four nodes (nB0–nB3) and four
edges (eB0–eB3) is constructed based on the basic members

Fig. 1 „a… A simple structure with a plate reinforced by a
beam, and „b… decomposition with two beam and three plate
components
JANUARY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 35
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Fig. 2 „a… Overall structure, „b… beam substructure, and „c…
plate substructure separated from „a…, „d… four basic members
„B0–B3 … defined in „b…, and „e… six basic members „P0–P5… de-
fined in „c…

Fig. 3 Constructing structural topology graph for each sub-
structure. „a… Basic members of beam substructure, „b… struc-
tural topology graph GB of „a…, „c… basic members of plate sub-
structure, and „d… topology graph GP of „c…. In „b… and „d…, JD*
represents the joint design at each potential joint position de-
fined for each edge.
36 Õ Vol. 127, JANUARY 2005
Fig. 3~a!. Similarly, structural topology graphGP ~Fig. 3~d!! of
the plate substructure with six nodes (nP0–nP5) and seven edges
(eP0–eP6) is constructed from the basic members in Fig. 3~c!.
Joints can occur at each connection between basic mem
Hence, joint designs~JD!, attributes of joints, are assigned to e
ery edge inGB andGP ~tables in Figs. 3~b! and 3~d!!. In addition,
the entire structural topology graphGE is defined to represent th
joints between substructures. In Fig. 4, joint designs between
beam and plate components~Fig. 4~c!! are assigned to 10 edge
between the beam and plate basic members (eBP0–eBP9) shown as
thick edges in Fig. 4~b!.

Step 2: Decomposition of Structural Topology Graph.Com-
ponents set and joint designs between the components ca
decided by choosing which edges will be removed in the str
tural topology graphs and by assigning appropriate joint design
the location of removed edges. The joint designs are simply
signed to all joints between substructures~edges of entire struc-
tural topology graphGE) since they must be always present.
Fig. 5~a!, edgeeB1 andeB3 are chosen to be removed~shown in
dotted lines! and the originalGB is decomposed into two sub
graphs corresponding to the two beam components in Fig. 5~b!.
Note that only joint designJeB1 andJeB3 are realized in Fig. 5~b!
because edgeeB1 and eB3 are removed and therefore joints a
needed to connect components. The other joint designs (JeB0 and
JeB1) colored in gray in the table indicate that they are not re
ized. Similarly, by removing four edges (eP0, eP2, eP3, andeP4)

Fig. 4 „a… Beam and plate basic members, „b… entire structural
topology graph GE , and „c… joint designs between beam and
plate basic members †thick edges in „b…‡
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 5 Sample decomposition of structural topology graph of „a… beam substructure
and „b… corresponding components set with joint designs, of „c… plate substructure
and „d… corresponding components set with joint designs, „e… assignment of joint
properties between beam and plate components, and „f… resulting component set
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GP is decomposed into three subgraphs corresponding to the
plate components in Fig. 5~d! with four joint designs (JeP0, JeP2,
JeP3, andJeP4) realized.

The quality of the component set and JDs are evaluated acc
ing to the following three objectives within an optimization loo

~1! Stiffness of the assembled structure under given load
conditions: it is evaluated as a displacement at a spec
location of the assembled structure, calculated by FE an
ses. To automatically generate FE models with joints dur
optimization, the default FE model that contains models
basic members~for example, Figs. 3~a! and 3~c!! is built.
Then, by checking the modified structural topology grap
basic members are connected using rigid FE element~if
the corresponding edge is present! or joint FE models~if
the corresponding edge is removed! of the specified joint
designs. In the following case studies, every joining is
sumed to be done with spot welds, and entire joint port
is modeled as a set of torsional springs in FE analysis.

~2! Manufacturability of components:it is evaluated consider
ing the total cost of producing components in the struct
represented by decomposed product topology graphsGB
and GP . The proposed method of selecting compone
can directly provide designers with geometry of each co
ponent. Therefore this method is~1! mostly applicable in
the situations where cost of manufacturing given com
nents is closely correlated with geometry of compone
and ~2! providing method of checking if components a
feasible for given manufacturing process. For example,
trusion process cannot produce loop-shape compone
Because a loop-shape component is usually represente
a cyclic graph in the decomposed product topology grap
designers can easily check topology graphs and avoid th
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infeasible components by applying high penalty cost
those components. In the following case studies, it is
sumed that components are made from sheet metal w
ing, whose cost is estimated as the cost of stampi
blanking dies. In practice, die cost is usually represented
a function of die usable areaAu. For each component,Au
is approximated as the area of its convex hull. A larg
component results in a higher value ofAu, requiring larger
die set with higher cost.

~3! Assembleability of components: it is calculated considering
the cost of assembly procedure. Cost of assembly pro
dures can be calculated from~1! the geometric information
of components defined by the decomposed product to
ogy graphs and/or~2! joint attributes used to join compo
nents. Since the cost of spot welding, which was used a
method of joining components in the following case stu
ies, is proportional to the number of weld spots in the stru
ture, and the number of weld spots in a joint is appro
mately proportional to the torsional stiffness of the join
the welding cost is estimated by the sum of the rates
torsional springs~Nm/rad! in the FE model of the as-
sembled structure.

3.2 Mathematical Formulation

Definition of Design Variables. A set of components and join
designs between the components can be defined by sele
edges to be removed in the two topology graphs (GB andGP) and
by assigning joint designs at the location of removed edges. Th
are five design variables.

~1! xB , decomposition vector forGB ;
~2! xP , decomposition vector forGP ;
JANUARY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 37
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~3! yB , joint design vector for joints between bea
components;

~4! yP , joint design vector for joints between plat
components;

~5! yBP , joint design vector for joints between beam and pla
components.

Decomposition vector forGB , xB represents the nonexistenc
of a joint ~i.e., the existence of a solid connection! at each con-
nection of two basic members~an edge in the structural topolog
graph! in a structure represented byGB ,

xB5~xB0 ,xB1 , . . . ,xBi , . . . ,xBnB21!, (1)

wherenB5uEBu and

xBi5H 0 if edge eBi is removed inGB ,

1 otherwise.
(2)

Decomposition vector forGP , xP is similarly defined, by re-
placing the subscriptB with P.

Joint design vectorsyB represents the joint designs betwe
beam two components:

yB5~yB0 ,yB1 , . . . ,yBi , . . . ,yBnB21! (3)

Elements of vectoryB are in turn defined as vectoryBi
5(yBi0 ,yBi1 , . . . ,yBi j , . . . ,yBin21)PFB , which representsJeBi
~joint design corresponding toith edgeeBi in GB) from the fea-
sible beam joint design setFB . Since joints are modeled as to
sional springs, joint designyBi represents a vector of the torsion
springs rates~Nm/rad!. For 3D, a joint requires three design var
ables ~rotations around springx, y, and z-axes! and yBi
5(yBi0 ,yBi1 ,yBi2)5(kix ,kiy ,kiz). However, joint attributeyBi is
considered only whenith edgeeBi is removed inGB . Joint design
vectoryP for plate components is similarly defined, by replaci
the subscriptB with P.

Element of vectoryBP is also defined similarly, by replacing
subscriptB with BP. However, unlike the previousyBi andyPi ,
every joint attributeJeBPi is considered and realized in the F
model. The reason is because it is assumed that there always
a joint between beam component and plate components~in other
words, beam and plate cannot form one component together!.

After optimization, designers will have the optimized joint a
tributes for each joint. To realize a joint with these attribut
designers can use a data base of existing joints with attributes
select a real joint design from this data base that has most c
attributes to those of the optimized result.

Definition of Objective Functions.A multicomponent struc-
ture represented by two decomposition vectorsxB and xP and
three joint design vectorsyB , yP , andyBP is evaluated according
to the following three objectives:~1! stiffness of the assemble
structure under given loading conditions,~2! manufacturability of
components, and~3! assembleability of components.

The first objective function,f stiffness, evaluates stiffness~to be
maximized! of the assembled structure. Stiffness of the struct
can be measured as the negative of the displacement at prede
points in the structure:

f stiffness52DISPLACEMENTS~GB~xB!,GP~xP!,yB ,yP ,yBP!
(4)

where DISPLACEMENTS~ ! is a function that returns the tota
displacements at predefined points of the FE model defined by
decomposedGB(xB), GP(xP), and three joint design vectorsyB ,
yP , andyBP .

The second objective function,f manufac, evaluates manufactur
ability ~to be maximized! of the set of components considering th
total cost of producing components in the structure represente
the decomposedGB(xB) and GP(xP). As stated before, compo
nents are assumed to be made from sheet metals working, w
38 Õ Vol. 127, JANUARY 2005
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cost is estimated as the cost of stamping and blanking dies.
following equation is used to calculate manufacturability of
structure:

f manufac52H(
i 51

nBC

DIECOSTB~Au~COMPB~ i ,GB~xB!!!!

1(
j 51

nPC

DIECOSTP~Au~COMPP~ j ,GP~xP!!!!J , (5)

where COMPB( i ,GB(xB)) and COMPP( j ,GP(xP)) return theith
component of beam structure defined by the decomposedGB(xB)
and thejth component of plate structure defined by the deco
posedGP(xP), respectively.Au(C) is a function that returns the
die useable area of a componentC. DIECOSTB(A) and
DIECOSTP(A) are the functions that calculate the die cost w
given die useable areaA for beam component and plated comp
nent, respectively. Finally,nBC andnPC are the numbers of the
beam and plate components in the decomposed beam and
substructures, respectively. Hence,f manufac is considered as the
negative sum of die cost for all components defined by two
composition vectorxB andxP .

The third objective function,f assemble, calculates assembleabi
ity ~to be maximized! of the components. In this paper, a
sembleability is evaluated considering cost of assembly pro
dure, which is assumed to be spot welding. Since the cost of
welding for a structure is proportional to the number of weld sp
in the structure, and the number of weld spots in a joint is

Fig. 6 „a… Physical location of joints. „b… Entire structural
graph GE . „c… Table of joint points and corresponding edges in
GE .
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 7 ‘‘Graph-based’’ crossover operation by plane A. „a… Parent structures P1 cut
into S1 ÕS2, „b… another parent structure P2 cut into S3 ÕS4, „c… child C1 made of S1 ÕS4,
and „d… child C2 made of S3 ÕS2.
h

i
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proximately proportional to the torsional stiffness of the joint, t
welding cost is estimated by the sum of the rates of torsio
springs~Nm/rad! in the FE model of the structure:

f assemble52SPRINGRATE~GB~xB!,GP~xP!,yB ,yP ,yBP!.
(6)

In the above equation, SPRINGRATE is the sum of the spr
rates in FE model defined by the decomposedGB(xB), GP(xP),
and three joint design vectorsyB , yP , andyBP .

Formulation of Optimization Problem.The design variables
and the objective functions defined in the previous sections p
vide the following multiobjective optimization problem:

maximize, $ f stiffness, f manufac, f assemble%

subject to

Fig. 8 Flowchart of multicomponent structure synthesis
cal Design
e
nal

ng

ro-

xBP$0,1% uEBu, xPP$0,1% uEPu,

yBPFB
uEBu , yPPFP

uEPu ,

yBPPFBP
uEBPu .

Note that there is no explicit constraint in this problem.

3.3 Optimization Algorithm. Due to the complexity of the
underlying graph partitioning problem@29# and the multiobjective
formulation without predefined weight or bounds on the object
functions, the above optimization problem is solved using a mo
fied Non-Dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II~NSGA-II!
@24#. This algorithm uses the nondominated sorting method
Pareto ranking procedure, which successfully applied in our p
vious study@30#.

Fig. 9 FE model of a four door passenger vehicle BIW com-
posed of beam and plate elements

Table 1 Properties of BIW model used in case studies I and II

Properties Count

DOF 108 672
GRID 20 507
CBEAM 597
CQUAD4 15 788
CTRIA3 1160
JANUARY 2005, Vol. 127 Õ 39
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Fig. 10 Global bending condition used for case studies I and
II. Two downward loads of 4900 †N‡ „1Õ4 of total weight … are
applied at nodes on the rocker at the 1 Õ3 distance between the
supports.

Fig. 11 „a… Side frame portion of the FE model made of beam
elements, „b… selected 21 basic members, and „c… correspond-
ing entire structural topology graph GE with 21 nodes and 24
edges

Table 2 Parameter values of GA in case studies I and II

Properties Value

Maximum # of generation 100
Number of population 300
Replacement rate~m/n! 0.5
Crossover probability 0.9
Mutation probability 0.10
40 Õ Vol. 127, JANUARY 2005
A chromosomec ~an internal representation of design variabl
for GA! is simply a list of the five design variables:

c5~xB ,xP ,yB ,yP ,yBP!. (7)

Since information in the decomposition vectors (xB andxP) and
joint design vectors (yB , yP , andyBP) are linked in a nonlinear
fashion, the conventional one point or multiple point crossover
linear chromosomes@26# does not effectively preserve high
quality partial solutions~building blocks!. For this type of prob-
lem, graph-based crossover has been successfully applied fo
proved performance of GA@6,7,30#, which is modified to fit the
current problem as described below:

~1! Find the joint points which represent the physical locatio
of joints in two parent structures P1 and P2~Fig. 6!.

~2! Create an arbitrary plane A that ‘‘cut’’ the set of joint point
of P1 into S1 and S2, and the set of joint points of P2 in
S3 and S4~Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!!.

Fig. 12 „a… Side frame before deformation and „b… after defor-
mation, and „c… calculation of front door frame distortion. Black
line, front door shape in „a… and gray line, front door shape in
„b…. DISPLACEMENTS will be the maximum distance between
Ai and Bi „ iÄ0,1,2,3….

Fig. 13 GUI of the optimization software used in case study I
Transactions of the ASME
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Fig. 14 Function values at the terminal generation „generation number Ä100….
Points in the plots are the Pareto optimal designs.
g
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t

the
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s

C

~3! Construct two child structures C1 and C2 by ‘‘swappin
S2 and S4~Figs. 7~c! and 7~d!! based on the decompositio
and joint design of the parents.

In addition to the above custom crossover, the implementa
of NSGA-II used in this paper utilizes linear fitness scaling, nic
ing based on the distances in objective function space, and

Fig. 15 Design R1 „best f stiffness …. „a… Four components, „b…
structural topology graph, and „c… joint designs.
esign
’’

ion
h-
sto-

chastic universal sampling. Figure 8 shows the flowchart of
optimization. Software implementation, including NSGA-II cod
is done in the C11 programming language. LEDA library wa
used for graph algorithm and commercial FEM software, MS
NASTRAN is used to obtainf stiffness.

Fig. 16 Design R2 „best f manufac …. „a… Five components „b…
structural topology graph, and „c… joint designs.
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4 Case Studies
Two case studies are discussed in this section. In the first

study, the side frame of a FE model of a four door passen
vehicle BIW~Fig. 9 and Table 1! is decomposed for the minimum
distortion of front door geometry under global bending. In t
second case study, the side frame and floor panels of the sam

Fig. 17 Design R3 „best f assemble …. „a… One component, „b…
structural topology graph, and „c… joint designs: not available
„no joints ….

Fig. 18 Design R4. „a… Five components, „b… structural topol-
ogy graph, and „c… joint designs.
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model are simultaneously decomposed for the minimum floor
flection under global bending. The FE model is composed of be
and plate elements. Table 2 lists the parameters values for
used in the case studies. These parameters were selected c
ering the convergence trend of the number of individuals in
Pareto front.

In both case studies, the following assumptions are made:

~1! Body is subject to a global bending due to the weight of t
vehicle ~Fig. 10!.

~2! Components are symmetric in the left and right sides of
body.

~3! Components are joined with joints with spot welds. Ea
joint is modeled as three torsional springs whose axes

Fig. 19 Spider diagram of the four representative designs
from the Pareto front in case study I, normalized within these
four designs. Design R1, R2, and R3 show the best results only
considering f stiffness value, f manufac value, and f assemble value, re-
spectively. Design R4 shows balanced results in all three ob-
jective functions.

Fig. 20 Side Õfloor frame and floor panel in BIW model used in
case study II

Table 3 Objective function values for R1–R4

f stiffness
~mm! f manufac

f assemble

(10* 6 Nm/rad)

R1 20.852 25.573 212.8
R2 21.233 24.477 214.2
R3 21.063 26.878 0.0
R4 20.919 25.201 210.0
Transactions of the ASME



r
rotations are parallel to the three axes in the global Ca
sian coordinate system wherex, y, and z directions are
aligned along the length, width, and height of the c
model.

Fig. 21 „a… Entire structure to be decomposed „right half only …,
„b… beam substructure, and „c… plate substructure

Fig. 22 „a… 37 basic members in beam substructure and „b…
corresponding structural topology graph GB with 37 nodes and
46 edges
Journal of Mechanical Design
te-

ar

Fig. 23 „a… 28 basic members in plate substructure and „b…
corresponding structural topology graph GP with 28 nodes and
45 edges

Fig. 24 Entire structural graph GE with 65 nodes and 120
edges. In GE , 29 edges „edge 91–edge 119 … are used to con-
nect beam basic member and plate basic member.

Fig. 25 Points for measuring deflection of floor panel
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4.1 Case Study I: Side Frame. Figure 11~a! shows the side
frame portion of the BIW model to be decomposed, which co
sists of beam elements. Using the symmetry, 21 basic mem
~Fig. 11~b!! were selected from one side frame. Figure 11~c!
shows corresponding entire structural graph GE with 21 no
and 24 edges, which is identical GB since there are only be
elements.

Under any loading conditions, the front door frame should
tain its original shape with minimal distortion to guarantee t
normal door opening and closing. In this case study, the stiffn

Fig. 26 GUI of the optimization software used in case study II
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function estimates the distortion of the deformed front door fram
Original ~Fig. 12~a!! and deformed front door frame profile~Fig.
12~b!! are placed on each other for the hinge points~H0 and H1 in
Fig. 12~c! to keep minimum distances~Fig. 12~c!!. Distortion of
the deformed front door frame is calculated by measuring
distances between prespecified points in the original front d
frame profile and corresponding points in the deformed front d
frame profile. Based on this consideration, DISPLACEMENT
function that determinesf stiffness in Eq. ~6! is defined as

DISPLACEMENTS~GB~xB!, GP~xP!,yB ,yP ,yBP!

5 max
i P$0,1,2,3%

~AiBi !, (8)

whereAi andBi ( i 50, . . . ,3) arelocation of a point in the front
door frame before and after deformation, respectively.

Figure 13 shows GUI of the developed software for case st
I showing the Pareto solutions at the terminal generation~100!.
Because there are three objective functionsf stiffness, f manufac, and
f assemble, the resulting three-dimensional function space is p
jected on to three two-dimensional spaces as shown in F
14~a!–14~c!. Each 2D plot shows points for all 300 structur
designs with respect to the chosen two objectives only, ignor
the values of the remaining one objective. In all plots, the uto
points are located at the upper right corner. The following obs
vations are made on these Pareto graphs:

Observation 1: In f stiffness2 f manufac space~Fig. 14~a!!, opti-
mized designs are concentrated on the right upper corner.

Possible explanation:Lower stiffness~with more deflection!
designs are usually composed of large number of small-s
components, which tends to show higher manufacturability.

Observation 2:In f stiffness2 f assemblespace~Fig. 14~b!!, opti-
mized designs are not distributed on the upper-left corner.

Possible explanation:Lower stiffness~with more deflection!
designs are usually composed of large number of compon
which requires large number of joints. As number of joints i
creases, total assembly cost also increases.
Fig. 27 Function values at the terminal generation „generation number Ä100….
Points in the plots are the Pareto optimal designs.
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Observation 3:In f manufac2 f assemblespace~Fig. 14~c!!, opti-
mized designs with high manufacturing cost~low value of
f manufac) shows high value off assemble.

Possible explanation:Designs with high manufacturing cos
tends to have small number of big-sized component, which
quires small number of joints. Therefore, the cost of assembl
relatively low.

Fig. 28 Design R1 „best f stiffness … „a… Six components in beam
substructure, „b… GB , „c… one component in plate substructure,
„d… GP , „e… joint designs „selected from seven joints … in beam
substructure, „f… joint designs in plate substructure: not avail-
able „no joints …, and „g… joint designs „selected from 29 joints …

between beam and plate substructures
Journal of Mechanical Design
t
re-
is

Four representative designs~R1–R4! are selected from the
Pareto front and each design is illustrated in Figs. 15–18. Tab
shows their objective function values and the following obser
tions are made on these designs.

Design R1~Fig. 15! shows the best design considering on
f stiffnesswith four components that preserves the front door fra

Fig. 29 Design R2 „best f manufac …. „a… Eight components in
beam substructure, „b… GB , „c… two components in plate struc-
ture, „d… GP , „e… three joint designs „selected from 10 joints … in
beam substructure, „f… three joint designs „selected from four
joints … in plate substructure, „g… three joint designs „selected
from 29 joints … between beam and plate structures.
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shape most close to the original front door frame shape by ha
no joints between the B-Pillar and the connecting positions
Roof Rail and Rocker Rail. Rear door frames includes three jo
with small value of torsional spring rates allowing the rear do
frame to absorb most distortion and leave the front door fra
relatively undistorted.

Fig. 30 Design R3 „best f assemble …. „a… Four components in
beam substructure, „b… GB , „c… one component in plate sub-
structure, „d… GP , „e… three joint designs „selected from six
joints … in beam substructure, „f… joint designs in plate substruc-
ture: not available „no joints …, „g… three joint designs „selected
from 29 joints … between beam and plate structures.
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Design R2~Fig. 16! shows the best design considering on
f manufac. This six component design shows the best manufac
ability by having all components in linear shape which minimiz
the die usable area.

Design R3~Fig. 17! shows the best design considering on
f assemble. It is composed of only one component, which eliminat

Fig. 31 Design R4. „a… Seven components in beam substruc-
ture, „b… GB , „c… three components in plate substructure, „d…
GP , „e… three joint designs „selected from nine joints … in beam
substructure, „f… three joint designs „selected from 11 joints … in
plate substructure, and „g… three joint designs „selected from
29 joints … between beam and plate structures.
Transactions of the ASME
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the joint in the structure, resulting minimum cost of assemb
Note this design is not best forf stiffness, since this total rigid de-
sign without a compliant rear door frame causes more distortio
the front door frame than R1.

Design R4 ~Fig. 18! shows the design considering all thre
objectives. Similar to R1, this five component design preser
the front door frame shape relatively undistorted by having
joints between the B-Pillar and Roof Rail/Rocker Rail. Also,
five components are relatively in linear shape to minimize the
usable area, which decide the total cost of manufacturing. As
Spider diagram in Fig. 19 indicates, it is the most balanced de
in all three objectives.

4.2 Case Study II: SideÕFloor Frame and Floor Panel
Figure 20 shows the side frames, floor frames and floor pane
the BIW model, composed of beam elements~CBEAM! and plate
elements~CQUAD4 and CTRIA3!. The half structure~Fig. 21~a!!
is divided into beam~Fig. 21~b!! and plate~Fig. 21~c!! substruc-
tures. Total of 37 basic members and 28 basic members are
fined on beam and plate substructures, as in Fig. 22 and Fig
respectively, with corresponding structural topology graphsGB
andGP . GraphGB is made of 37 nodes and 46 edges andGP is
made of 28 nodes and 45 edges. The entire structural graphGE is
illustrated in Fig. 24. It contains a total of 65 nodes and 120 edg
where 29 edges~edge 91–edge 119! are used to connect betwee
beam and plate basic members.

In this case study, the maximum downward deflection of
four points on the floor panel in Fig. 25 is used in DISPLAC
MENTS function:

DISPLACEMENTS~GB~xB!,GP~xP!,yB ,yP ,yBP!

5 max
i P$0,1,2,3%

deflection~Ai !, (9)

where deflection(Ai) is the downward deflection at pointAi.
Figure 26 illustrates GUI of the developed software and

objective function values obtained at the terminal genera
~5100! are illustrated in Fig. 27. As in case study I, each 2D p
shows the points in the 3D Pareto front with respect to the cho
two objectives only, ignoring the values of the remaining o
objective. In all plots, the utopia points are located at the up
right corner. The following observation is made on these Pa
graphs:

Observation 1: In f manufac2 f assemblespace~Fig. 27~c!!, opti-
mized designs with high manufacturing cost~low value of
f manufac) shows high value off assemble.

Possible explanation: Designs with high manufacturing cos
tend to have small numbers of big-sized components, which
quires a small number of joints. Therefore, the cost of assemb
relatively low.

Four representative designs~R1–R4! are selected from the
Pareto front and each design is illustrated in Figs. 28–31. Tab
shows their objective function values and the following obser
tions are made on these designs.

Design R1~Fig. 28! shows the best design considering on
f stiffness with a big size floor frame component~CB2! and one
piece panel component~CP1!, which helped increase entire stru

Table 4 Objective function values for R1–R4

f stiffness
~mm! f manufac

f assemble

(109 Nm/rad)

R1 20.333 216.311 21.683
R2 21.543 210.811 21.084
R3 21.427 216.671 20.308
R4 20.534 214.711 21.192
Journal of Mechanical Design
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tural rigidity. However, by having one piece floor panel comp
nent sacrificed total manufacturability compared with the ot
three designs as shown in Fig. 32.

Design R2~Fig. 29! shows the best design considering on
f manufac. It contains eight beam components whose shapes
relatively linear which minimizes the die usable area for ea
component. However, by having more number of joints in t
beam structure, this design shows the worst floor deflection c
pared with the other three designs.

Design R3~Fig. 30! shows the best design considering on
f assemble. It contains one piece floor panel component which mi
mizes the use of joints in the floor panel and also minimizes
assembly cost. In the beam structure, it contains a relatively s
number of components~four! and joints~Figs. 30~e!–30~g!! have
smaller torsional spring rates. Smaller torsional spring rates in
cate smaller number of spot welds, which also reduces the as
bly cost. As in R1, by having one piece floor panel compone
total manufacturability of structure was sacrificed compared w
the other three designs.

Design R4 ~Fig. 31! shows the design considering all thre
objectives. This design achieves relatively small floor panel
flection by component CB6~Fig. 31~a!! containing one of the
loading points. Having the loading point isolated in a small co
ponent seems to localize the effect of loading, resulting in sm
value of deflection. All seven beam components are in lin
shape, which minimized the manufacturability. The Spider d
gram in Fig. 19 indicates that design R4 is balanced in all th
objectives compared with the other three designs.

5 Summary and Future Work
This paper described a method for synthesizing multicom

nent structural assemblies, where the three-dimensional finite
ment model of a vehicle body-in-white~BIW! is optimally de-
composed into a set of components considering the stiffness o
assembled structure under given loading conditions, as well as
manufacturability and assembleability of components. Multiobj
tive genetic algorithm combined with graph-based crossover
FEM analyses was used to obtain Pareto optimal solutions for
three objectives. Two case studies on 3D BIW model were p
sented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed me
In the first case study, where side frame of BIW is decomposed
the minimum distortion of front door frame geometry under g
bal bending, original front door frame shape could be preser
with little distortion by having no joints between the B-Pillar an
the connecting positions of Roof Rail and Rocker Rail. In t
second case study, where side/floor frame and floor panels
decomposed for the minimum floor deflections under global be
ing, designs with less number of joints in the floor panel show
less deflection in the floor panel. Also, designs with simpler co

Fig. 32 Spider diagram of the four representative designs
from the Pareto front in case study II, normalized within these
four designs. Design R4 shows balanced results in all three
objective functions.
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ponents shapes showed lower total manufacturing costs and
signs with less number of joints showed lower total assem
costs.

For the future work of this research, other methods of ma
facturing and assembly cost estimation will be implemented
sides sheet metal working and spot welding procedures use
this paper. Also, the current method can only suggest the struc
properties of joints between components. Methods of correla
suggested joint properties with real joint design will be also c
sidered.
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